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Amid the swirl of rumour that surrounds any of China’s policy moves, the week 

ended with an officially-denied suggestion that the PBoC was forcing banks to 

surrender to it those dollar deposits which it had allowed them to accumulate (the 

reserves it had ‘decentralized’, one might say) over the past couple of years. 

Coming hard on the heels of a slightly arcane declaration that the PBoC would 

henceforth exert a certain ‘counter-cyclical’ influence at the daily fix (i.e., lean 

against moves on the part of the ostensibly freer market which it had once 

deemed inadvisable), this could only serve to heighten suspicion that all is not re-

ally well in the Middle Kingdom. 

Amid bond suspensions, brokerage fines, and insurance embargoes, the other tell-

ing news was that the regulator had arm-twisted lenders to the rust belt, Hei-

longjiang province into extending—and even increasing—loans to the many local 

zombie firms there and ‘marketisation’ and ‘deleveraging’ go hang! 

The charts to the right provide a sobering reminder of just how hard Beijing must 

work to keep all such plates spinning in the air.  

The upper one shows that, among the 25 advanced and 8 emerging economies 

whose numbers we aggregate, since the GFC, China has been responsible for just 

under half the world’s additional supply of money (reckoned in USD) and the 

lower shows that (up to QIII last year) it had similarly contributed $17.8 trillion 

out of a total reported $21.0 trillion of worldwide new credit extended to private 

non-financial entities. 

In achieving the latter, the BIS tells us that its debt stock climbed 355%, versus 

55% for other EMs, and in stark contrast to a partly exchange rate-driven decline 

of just under 2% in the advanced nations. As a consequence, such obligations 

have more or less doubled as a proportion of GDP with little diminution in the 

pace of additions evident even during periods when the PBOC is supposedly be-

ing ‘prudent’. 
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Any Austrian worthy of the name would have their antennae 

twitching at such an evolution since it is highly likely to con-

duce to a significant degree of capital wastage, in the form of 

what we call ‘malinvestment’.  

There are those who draw some comfort from the fact that 

the higher market rates recently in evidence are a sign that a 

healthy degree of discipline is now being imposed but, even if 

that were true, it overlooks the fact that, for far too long, all 

too little restraint has been effected and that therefore the 

best they can hope for is that no new misallocation is taking 

place to go along with the old. 

We are not quite so sanguine, however, and consider this—

together with the partial inversion of the yield curve—more 

likely to be the first symptom of the onset of that peak-Boom 

distress which Hayek called ‘investment which raises the demand for 

capital’ - i.e., the point where the overstretched will pay almost any-

thing for short term funds in order to plug the holes in their badly 

misscheduled tally of income and outgo. 

As the graph on this page shows, the current deceleration in mon-

ey growth has not yet been enough to reverse the inflationary ex-

pansion of revenues and hence to depress the PMI readings too 

badly, but we would still worry that a market reliant on so much 

borrowed money must therefore also be on borrowed time. Cer-

tainly, company ‘profits’ cannot currently be prettified by gains 

made in commodities, housing, or the stock market itself, meaning 

any underlying business weakness is almost bound to show up in a 

fairly unequivocal manner in the months ahead. Be careful! 

 

 

   

 

 

Exacerbated by the fact that, in pro-

ducing 1/2 the word’s steel, China 

also has plenty of cheap scrap to use in its 

furnaces these days, this former speculative 

darling is decidedly no longer in favour. 

What goes up... 

Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 
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For all the fuss about what the reduction in 

yields at the long-end might portend, we can 

largely attribute it to the usual process of 

repricing as CPI gains settle down a touch 
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Note that the two tops, Sep’12 & Aug’16, are 

roughly analogous to the Aug’81 & July’84 lows. 

Symmetry is drawn out by the light plot which is 

the same series reversed in sense and direction 

Though there remains the hint of the ‘widow-maker’ about instituting aggres-

sive shorts in the bond market, the clock is ticking. Subtracting CPI leaves 

essentially no return, whereas the thick part of the last six decades’ prominent 

mean/median for the pair’s difference is around 2.5%. 

Remember that not only are yields low but, by extension, the concomitant 

long durations mean price risk is high and sensitivity to adverse data elevated. 

Buyers need the best—or perhaps the worst—-of all possible worlds to win.  
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One of the lowest proportionate short-

bases in US stocks this century... 

...coupled with a bare 3% liquid asset ratio in mutual 

funds, this means less offset to margin debt, even 

though, as a % of MCap, it is otherwise unexceptional   

Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 

Still no obvious catalyst for an end to the 

bull run while the fact of junk bonds also 

making new highs tends to reinforce the 

sense of calm. Such complacency brings 

its own dangers, of course. 
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 Not that there is an exact and inelastic bond between these two entities—viz., the global means of circula-

tion and the dollar total of an important subset of what it is that is being circulated—but the recent diver-

gence is nonetheless a notable one. 

Should global money growth slow further (whether due to locally-exercised restraint or to a renewed 

strengthening of the USD numeraire), it would be hard to remain bullish on trade—and, more particularly, 

on commodity—prices 
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All courtesy 

of Bloomberg 

No longer the bridesmaid? Long-scorned in a glutted mar-

ket, Nat gas is suddenly showing record O/I, record gross 

& net longs & the highest fractional reading in a decade. 

Crude, meanwhile is still reeling from the shale renais-

sance. The return of less than a third of the bust’s idled rigs 

has made good no less than 3/4 of its lost production. Bulls 

are capitulating and resistance is holding firm 

Are we therefore about to see another leg down in the renormal-

ization of relative pricing between the two? 

Remember that, in terms of energy alone, the old mid-range of 

7 to 8:1 makes perfect sense 

BRENT CRUDE 
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BONUS CHART OF THE WEEK 

Though still very much in the central volume bulge of a distribution which 

stretches for ~6 years either side of 2011-13’s bull market top, a print above $1280 

would constitute a clear trendline break for gold and, as such, would potentially 

see last summer's highs in the mid-1300s next being revisited. 

Mean reversion is still very much the name of the game in the medium-term, how-

ever, so any such excitement may turn out to be relatively short-lived. 

Courtesy of 

Bloomberg 
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Disclaimer 

 

All content is intended to give general advice only. The investments and instruments mentioned therein are not necessarily suitable for every individual and you should use this information 

in conjunction with other advice and research to determine its suitability for your own circumstances and risk preferences. The value of all securities and investments, as well as the income 

derived from them, can fall as well as rise. Your investments may be subject to sudden, often substantial, declines in value which may not be recoverable; others may expire worthless after 

a specified period. You should not buy any of the securities or other investments mentioned with money you cannot afford to lose. In some cases there may be significant charges which 

may reduce the value of your investment. You run an extra risk of losing money when you buy shares in certain securities where there is a large difference or ‘spread’ between the buying 

price and the selling price, a circumstance which means that, should you sell them immediately, you may get back much less than you paid for them. In the case of investment trusts and 

certain other funds, these may use or propose to use the borrowing of money in order to increase the size of their exposures and/or invest in other securities with a similar strategy. As a 

result, movements in the price of the securities may be more volatile than the movements in the prices of those underlying investments. Some investments may involve a high degree of 

such borrowing (often referred to as ‘gearing’ or ‘leverage’) This means that a small movement in the price of the underlying asset may have a disproportionately large effect on that of your 

investment. Accordingly, a relatively small adverse movement in the price of the underlying asset can result in the loss of the entirety of your original investment. Changes in rates of ex-

change may have an adverse effect on the value or price of the investment and you should be aware that additional dealing, transaction, and custody charges for certain instruments may 

result when these are not traded in your home currency. Some investments may not be quoted on a recognised investment exchange and, as a result, you may find them to be ‘illiquid’. You 

may not easily be able to trade your illiquid investments and, in certain circumstances, it may become difficult, if not impossible to sell the investment in a timely manner and/or at its indic-

ative price. Investment in any of the assets mentioned may have tax consequences regarding which you should consult your tax adviser. All reasonable care has been taken to ensure that all 

statements of fact and opinion contained in the either written or spoken form are fair and accurate in all material respects. All data is from sources considered to be reliable but its accuracy 

cannot be guaranteed. Investors should seek appropriate professional advice if any points are unclear.  

 Copyright ©2017 Cantillon Consulting Sàrl. Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution, or other action which relies on the contents of such materials, 

made without the prior written consent of Cantillon Consulting, is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.  


